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Health Effects of Covid Vaccines: Americans
Shouldn’t be Forced to Take One-Size-Fits-All
Vaccine
Fox News commentator, Tucker Carlson, told viewers even though President
Biden said COVID vaccines won’t be mandated, Biden is supporting mandates
by allowing private industry to require the vaccines.
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***

In the segment below on last night’s “Tucker Carlson Tonight,” Fox News commentator
Tucker Carlson said, “there are unresolved concerns” about the long-term health effects of
COVID vaccines, including on female fertility and pregnant women.

The  American  people  should  not  be  forced  to  take  a  one-size-fits-all  medical  treatment,
Carlson explained. “No medicine is designed for every person in all circumstances,” he said.

Last  month,  the  Biden administration  said  the  federal  government  will  not  require  all
Americans to get the COVID vaccine, nor will it require vaccination passports. But the truth
is, when it comes to COVID vaccines, President Biden is not pro-choice, he’s pro-mandate,
Carlson said.

He added:

“The question of whether to take them, whether to have powerful drugs injected into
your  body  is  the  most  intimate  kind  of  personal  health  decision.  Politicians  and
bureaucrats should have no role in a decision like that.”

But just because there’s no federal mandate to get the COVID vaccine doesn’t mean you or
your family won’t be required to get it, Carlson explained. With support from the Biden
administration, “private industry and nonprofits may be forcing you to,” he added.

Carlson noted that colleges and universities are requiring COVID vaccinations in some form,
including the entire University of California system, the largest in the country.

Based on what we know about COVID and its effect on young people, Carlson said it doesn’t
make sense to require them to get the vaccine — yet nobody is asking why college students
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need the vaccine.

“Why  would  we  immunize  people  against  a  virus  for  which  they  already  have
antibodies?”  Carlson  asked.  On  top  of  that,  he  reminded  viewers,  no  coronavirus
vaccines have been fully licensed by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

Carlson said:

“From a medical standpoint, it’s hard to understand the reasoning behind this. As a
group, young people are not at risk of dying from COVID. Huge numbers of college
students have already been infected with the coronavirus and therefore have natural
immunity to it.”

Watch Tucker Carlson’s segment here.
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